algorithm to extract salient frames from videos. We use optical flow to describe motion in frames and an adaptive SVR to identify the abrupt change of content in frame sequences. We show that the proposed algorithm is computationally simple and effective in detecting salient frames in video sequences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Increasing dimensionality and numerousity of videos is making their effective indexing a computationally difficult process. Without accurate indexes, accessing significant content for further recognition and information retrieval is a time consuming process. To solve this problem, we need to mine the videos to extract and summarize critical and relative information among frames. Salient frame extraction is designed to summarize a sequence of frames in a fewer number of frames based on content-based retrieval, "which can represent the salient content of the shot 1 [1] ." In other words, we attempt to reduce the repetitive and redundant frames in frame sequences and obtain a compact representation of frames.
II. BACKGROUND
Most current salient frame detection techniques require a prior knowledge of the size of salient frames, the similarity of frames, the coverage of the representation scope, and the measure of the content change [2] . For example, clustering algorithms have been explored in key frame extraction by measuring the similarity between frames, e.g. using metrics of color histogram difference [1] , or Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [3] [4] . Clustering methods reduce redundant and irrelevant frames, and extract the centroids of homogeneous frame sequences in videos. Clustering techniques confront the difficulty in choosing an appropriate number of clusters and description of content similarity.
Another approach to salient frame detection is to determine the temporal and content changes among frames, which can indicate the dynamics or events in video. For example, Wolf selected salient frames that present the local minima of motion [5] . He used the optical flow to measure motions and focused on identifying the stillness moment in a shot. Such a method has an assumption that videographers focus on certain subjects for more frames, which emphasizes the salient content and subject behavior, thus attracting more attention to stillness, or inactive behaviors [1] [5] . This assumption cannot be guaranteed in some scenarios, such as surveillance videos taken automatically by recorders. The method of sufficient content change is designed to select the frame that differs significantly from previous extracted key frames [6] . For example, Panagiotakis et al. selected salient frames according to equal content distance, equal content error and equal content distortion [7] . The extracted key frames remain the above equivalent properties, but cannot guarantee the capturing of abrupt changes in frames.
Our proposed method is a variant of the sufficient content change method. We apply SVR to incorporate large differences and to adapt to the neighborhood or segment of the previous nearest key frames in the classification of frames. We use an optical flow vector to present features in a shot. The advantage of our algorithm is it does not rely on such assumptions for key frames, such as the number of salient frames, equivalent properties among frames, and videographers' actions. The experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm is feasible and accurately detects both temporal changes and significant events.
III.
PROPOSED METHOD
Our method consists of two steps: the computation of optical flow for each frame and the selection of salient frames using optical flows in support vector regression. In the first step, we use phase-based [8] in frame t, and is ranked kth among optical flows in frame t.
In the second step, we first train support vectors using the first and last frames as salient frames and the second and second to last frames as non-salient frames. The obtained SVR mechanism detects salient frames when any test frame has an estimation sign that is equal to the estimation sign for the first frame. Then, the detected salient frame and its second frame are fed into the training dataset to update the SVR mechanisms. In the pseudo code, we perform the following procedure of SVR for frame sequence x(t), t=1,…T: 
IV. QUANTITATIVE VALIDATE MEASURE
We use Semi-Hausdorff Distance (Dsh) to quantitatively measure the fidelity of salient frames. Dsh measures how much content can be preserved from original videos in salient frames [9] . A large Dsh denotes a small overage of salient frames for the given frame sequence. The following is the definition of fidelity measure based on Dsh,
In the above, ij D denotes the distance between the frame i and j among all the given sequent frames x(t); Dsh defines the distance between any salient frame SF(k) and x(t) as follows,
V. RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of SVR-based salient frame extraction algorithm qualitatively and quantitatively. Fig . 2 shows the three salient frames extracted from a sequence of frames captured in a traffic intersection from CLIF 2007. The frames have been registered. In Frame #1, the white car and vehicles behind it stop, and in the Frame #28, the white car is transporting along the right-left road. The key frame, Frame #10, captures the moment after a pedestrian has passed in front of the white car, and the white car is accelerating and turning right at the intersection. We detect similar frames throughout CLIF 2007. For example, as shown in Fig.3 , Frame #8 captures the car turning around at the top left of the intersection; Frame #11 captures the car decelerating as it moves up the frame. In TABLE 1, we summarize the performance of salient frame extraction algorithm on various test video shots. We use these video shots to validate the capacity of the algorithm to find various content, resolutions, and dynamics. VI.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose an adaptive SVR method using optical flow to select salient frames. This method does not assume the number of salient frames and similarity metrics. The method can detect the abrupt change or events in video shots. The salient frames allow us to analyze meaningful events, and track and recognize key targets. Moreover, the SVR method can predict the change of key objects in a specific area, which helps automatically search for potential targets in real time, e.g. this work could be extended to aid the Air Force in combat situations by aiming a missile at the most important target in an area.
